The new Saab 94X
We come from a different place.

At Saab, we’ve always believed in the inspiration that comes from our unique Scandinavian spirit. With eyes firmly fixed on the distant horizon and an open, uncluttered landscape in front of us, it’s easier to see more clearly – and to dream.

Now, the dream is reality.

The 9-4X is the new, much anticipated member of the Saab family. A crossover with sports tuning and a driving experience beyond compare, it has been created to take you on life’s daily journeys in a style that is far from everyday.

From its elevated position you’ll enjoy an uplifting feeling. A heightened sense of stability. And a more confident command of the road.

We come from a different place. Care to join us?
Design detail. Detail has always been a Saab specialty. The new Saab 9-4X continues this tradition. From its optional panoramic moonroof and front signature lighting to its front grille and ambient lighting, the new Saab 9-4X is tangible proof that this tradition is well and truly alive.

Saab XWD & eLSD. Saab XWD™ (Cross-Wheel Drive) was developed in close co-operation with Swedish four-wheel drive specialist Haldex and is capable of integration with many of the car’s other drive systems. By subtly balancing torque between the front and rear wheels and distributing power evenly and smoothly, Saab XWD™ and electro-nically controlled rear Limited Slip Differential (eLSD) are designed to let you enjoy a more stable relationship with the road.

Inspiration is our business.

Of course it’s a Saab. Distinctive styling elements such as the wraparound windscreen, optional signature lighting and our unique grille leave no room for doubt. What is also beyond doubt is our passion for design. Most specifically, its ability to unite form and functionality and transform it into a rush of excitement and a smile on your face.

From its superb chassis with optional DriveSense™ technology to one of the automotive world’s most advanced four-wheel drive systems, the new Saab 9-4X is characterised by premium quality. Inside, beauty lives in perfect balance with ergonomics, creating a driver environment you’ll immediately call home. And outside? Well, just see for yourself.

For over 50 years, we’ve been in the Inspiration Business. Here in our Scandinavian home, it’s all around us. Applying it is our pleasure. In the new Saab 9-4X, enjoying it is yours.
Engine program.
Under the hood of this sporty crossover, you can drop in a 265 hp, 3.0 V6 or 300 hp, 2.8 Turbo V6 powertrain. Either way, both options deliver driving pleasure and subtle strength in equal measure. And in Eco mode, the 2.8 Turbo V6 option also represents our uniquely Scandinavian take on respecting nature.

Driving functionality.
Climb aboard. Find your perfect driving position by adjusting the 8-way power seat and optional power adjustable pedals. Choose our rear view camera and see what’s behind you framed in the center driver’s mirror when you engage reverse gear. You’re in the crossover that enables more by demanding less.

Loading versatility.
Your day can change fast. How about your car? Thanks to a luggage area featuring a U-rail with telescopic divider and an optional power tailgate, the new Saab 9-4X can carry just about anything — without comfort compromises.

Real life safety.
Ice, snow, rain and any number of potential hazards. Our safety engineers regularly encounter these on the way to work. As a result, safety in our cars is based on what actually happens on the road in real life conditions. Over the years, this has led to the introduction of a range of innovative features and Saab frequently being ranked among the world’s safest cars.

DriveSense.
The advanced DriveSense™ system, designed to help you drive more smoothly in bustling city traffic, maintain a firmer footing on the pavement and enjoy a challenging driving experience on a winding country road. Simply adjust the split of the car for Comfort or Sport modes with a single twist of a knob.

The cockpit.
Cross country or cross town, every journey should be enjoyed. That’s why we equipped the new Saab 9-4X with Dual-zone Climate Control, a premium sound system and the option of Rear Seat Entertainment (RSE).

Join us on Facebook.
Read more about this car, keep up with the latest Saab news and enjoy special offers.

Find us on facebook:

saabusa.com
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